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GASLIGHT SUPERNOVA
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SYNOPSIS:
Captain Niyah Adisa and her crew embark on an intergalactic mission to rescue her husband 
from a vicious tribe of humanoid women determined to get revenge on their perceived male 
oppressors. But the line between heroes and villains blur as these “strong female characters” 
realize they’re underdeveloped pawns in a scheme to save the career of a screenwriter embroiled 
in a salacious scandal. Weaving between a bright elevated sci-fi universe and the dark grounded 
reality underneath it, Women: In Space! is an action-packed, mind-bending journey through time 
and space that gives female characters trapped in the male gaze the chance to fully realize 
themselves.
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CHARACTERS:
CAPTAIN NIYAH ADISA / KIM WALKER, early-mid 30's, African American, she/her. As 
ADISA, Captain of the Starship Fireburst. Adventurous, ambitious. As KIM, a staff writer on a tv 
show.

LIEUTENANT GABRIELLA PÉREZ / CAMILA MARTÌNEZ, mid 20's, Latinx, she/her. As 
PÉREZ, Communications Officer. A rising star, intuitive. As CAMILA, a writer's assistant on a 
tv show.

COMMANDER SAKURA FUKUSHI / OLIVIA, late 20's-early 30's, Asian American, 
she/her. As FUKUSHI, Second in command for the Starship Fireburst. As OLIVIA, a crisis 
manager.

LIEUTENANT DIANNE BAILEY / MARGOT WALKER, late 50's-mid 60's, Caucasian, 
she/her. As BAILEY, decorated Chief Security Officer who came out of retirement for this 
mission. As MARGOT, a devoted, protective, enabling mother.

COMMANDER MATTHEW BRITTON / NICK WALKER, late 30's-mid 40's, Caucasian, 
he/him. Former Captain of a starship before his capture. Brave and charming- just ask him, he'll 
tell you. As NICK, a modern day screenwriter embroiled in a salacious scandal.

ROCHELLE / EMILY, late 20's-early 30's, any ethnicity, she/her. As ROCHELLE, leader of 
the Silanzee tribe and a ruthless tyrant with a taste for vigilante justice. As EMILY, a formerly 
bubbly and nervous assistant turned whistle blower.

SETTING:
Place: The bridge of the Starship Fireburst in a galaxy at war.
Time: The near future of a universe on an alternate timeline.
– also – 
Place: Los Angeles, CA, United States, North America, Earth.
Time: 2015-Present

NOTES:
- The play exists in two worlds: The first is a bright elevated sci-fi action adventure, the second 
is the cold grounded reality that lives beneath it. As the characters become self-realized and the 
two worlds melt together, both should feel haunted by the bone-deep helplessness of being 
unable to distinguish reality

- Even during the sci-fi stylized moments, the stakes are absolutely real and anyone could die at 
any moment.

- This play requires six actors. As each actor plays two versions of the same character, doubling 
must be done as listed above.
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SCENE 1: 

(Pitch black darkness. As if any glimpse of light has been 
sucked out from the theatre and you need to feel your 
chair to make sure you’re still sitting down.

We gradually hear sound. Abstract and serene, it grows in 
volume and intensity as tiny flecks of light are 
illuminated around us in every direction.

We are suspended, floating in space.

It is the kind of breathtaking you need a tank of oxygen to 
experience.

We could stay here forever.

But just as gradually as it appeared, it slowly fades away 
like a dream slipping through your fingers as reality 
blinks back into focus.

As it does, a video is projected. We see a kidnapped 
CAPTAIN BRITTON, bound and injured, but holding 
onto any defiance he can muster. It’s clear he’s reading 
from a script. ROCHELLE, his captor and a faction 
leader of the Silanzee army, is just off camera.)

BRITTON
This is Commanding Officer Matthew Britton. This message is being transmitted to 
report that my ship has been taken over by the Silanzees.

(He pauses.)

ROCHELLE (OFF)
Read it!

BRITTON
You know the name of the leader who has taken me hostage. She’s the voice you’ve tried 
to silence, come to deliver the justice she’s been denied. The Silanzee attacks will 
continue until all of the men who have oppressed this galaxy have paid for their crimes 
with their power- or their lives.

(BRITTON goes off script)
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BRITTON
The weapon- her powers- it’s all real. Everything we heard is true and she’s only getting 
stronger-

ROCHELLE (OFF)
Stick to the script.

BRITTON
Find me, Niyah. I need you-

(We barely catch the end of his sentence before the video 
abruptly cuts out, leaving us again in total darkness.

Then- BOOM! The sound of an explosion.

Lights rise and we are now on the Starship Fireburst in 
the middle of an attack.

We are surrounded by explosions, so dialogue is 
sometimes yelled, but not out of panic. This is a ship of 
trained starship officers and they’re ready for this.)

ADISA
Commander Fukushi- what’s the damage?

FUKUSHI
The system is still assessing, but it’s not looking good. Lieutenant Bailey- you’ve got 
company on your / right-

BAILEY
Already on it! Hope they’re wearing their seatbelts...

(BAILEY leans into her controls and destroys the enemy 
ship next to her.)

BAILEY
Five more ships down, Captain!

ADISA
Lieutenant Pérez- any progress?

PÉREZ
I’m trying to reach the commanding ship but every time I secure a connection they switch 
channels.
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ADISA
Keep going, they can’t escape us forever.

(BOOM! The explosions grow louder)

BAILEY
They must have gotten through the force field.

ADISA
Fukushi- what’s our coverage?

FUKUSHI
50- 60% maybe, but it’s dropping.

ADISA
Divert any excess power to restoring it.

FUKUSHI
Yes, Captain.

(BANG! BANG! BANG! Three more enemy ships down- 
BAILEY let’s out a battle cry.)

ADISA
How many are left?

BAILEY
I just took another three, but it looks like they’ve got friends. 

ADISA
The Silanzees are way too small to have these kind of numbers.

FUKUSHI
It’s their allied ships.

BAILEY
And there’s new ones coming from every direction.

(BOOM! CRASH! The Fireburst is hit again)

FUKUSHI
Captain, there’s critical damage to the main power supply. Force field is officially out and 
power is dropping fast.
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ADISA
Reduce it to half, get the backup generator online.

FUKUSHI
Main power supply is completely down- we’re running on the backup generator alone.

ADISA
Is there any other energy we can divert?

FUKUSHI
Not without shutting down defenses.

(BOOM!)

BAILEY
Which I would not advise, Captain.

ADISA
Pérez?

PÉREZ
Still trying to get through. It looks like any conversation is happening on their time.

ADISA
Forget the Silanzees. Contact all nearby allies and request back up.

PÉREZ
How many ships should I request?

ADISA
As many as they’ve got.

(BOOM! BOOM! The explosions are closer than ever.)

FUKUSHI
We’re surrounded, Captain. We need to get more power to the engines if we want to get 
out of here.

BAILEY
But if we shut down defenses we’re sitting ducks.

(The lights flicker)
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FUKUSHI
We’re losing power fast.

ADISA
How long do we have?

FUKUSHI
Six minutes.

ADISA
Pérez!

PÉREZ
No one’s responding.

ADISA
Send another SOS let them know we’re going down, in six minutes.

FUKUSHI
Five minutes, fifty three seconds.

(PÉREZ resends the signal. After a moment, the 
explosions abruptly stop.)

ADISA
What’s happening?

FUKUSHI
We’re still surrounded, but they’ve completely ceased fire.

BAILEY
It might be a trap.

(The alert sound of the communications consul receiving 
a transmission: BEEP-BEEP-BEEP)

PÉREZ
We have an incoming transmission request from the Silanzees.

BAILEY
We’re ready to fire on your command.

ADISA
Put them through.
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(ROCHELLE, leader of the Silanzees, is projected onto 
their communications screen)

ROCHELLE
Cease fire and we’ll spare you and your ship.

ADISA
This is Captain Adisa of the Starship Fireburst speaking.

ROCHELLE
How nice to finally meet, I’ve heard so much about you.

ADISA
As have we.

ROCHELLE
Surrender and no harm will come to you or your crew.

ADISA
And Captain Britton?

ROCHELLE
He has to answer for his crimes.

ADISA
Put him on the line.

ROCHELLE
He’s a little tied up right now.

ADISA
Proof of life is non-negotiable.

ROCHELLE
Oh Captain, this isn’t a negotiation. It’s an act of mercy. Britton’s gone- that’s already 
done. But there’s still hope for you and the women on your ship if you renounce the 
oppressors. We only want justice.

ADISA
You want power.

ROCHELLE
The powerful define justice. We’re just making sure we’re included.

ADISA
If you truly believe his crimes are legitimate, then give him a fair trial. Prove it.
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ROCHELLE
See the thing is- I don’t have to. We have the man we want, we don’t want to harm you. 
Let’s end this needless bloodshed between sisters and lift one another up.

(ROCHELLE’s voice becomes increasingly hypnotic, but 
it doesn’t seem to affect the crew.)

ROCHELLE
You’ve been hurt by this system too. We are extending an invitation to reclaim the power 
that’s been taken from you. Join us, let us help you.

BAILEY
Like hell.

ROCHELLE
Interesting... usually that works by now.

ADISA
Fine, we’ll join you!

BAILEY
(To Adisa) What are you doing?

ADISA
But first you need to assure us of his safety. Put him on the line and we’ll consider your 
invitation.

ROCHELLE
(Considering, then to her crew) Connect us to Commander Britton’s holding cell.

(Silence on the line. Red flashing lights and alarms ring 
out across the ship.)

FUKUSHI
Captain we’re dangerously low on power, we need to land now.

ADISA
We will soon- Silence the alarms.

(FUKUSHI silences the alarms but red warning lights 
still flash. We hear shuffling feet and clanking chains, but  
can only barely make out the grainy image of BRITTON 
cuffed and blindfolded in his cell.)
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BRITTON
Hello? Who’s there?

ADISA
Matt, it’s me. Are you okay?

BRITTON
Where are you?

ROCHELLE
Captain Adisa, your refusal to see your own reality breaks my heart.

(BEEP-BEEP-BEEP)

PÉREZ
We have a response to our SOS, we’re cleared for an emergency landing on a neutral 
planet called Lupus.

ADISA
...Planet Lupus?

(REWIND- the characters reverse their steps and 
speak a rewritten version of the same lines again 
completely unaware of the blip in time.

BEEP-BEEP-BEEP)

PÉREZ
We have a response to our SOS, we’re cleared for an emergency landing on a neutral 
planet called Koval.

FUKUSHI
Like the whiskey?

(REWIND- the characters reverse their steps and speak a 
rewritten version of the same lines again.

BEEP-BEEP-BEEP)

PÉREZ
We have a response to our SOS, we’re cleared for an emergency landing on a neutral 
planet called Uzar.

(A split second pause for someone to react)
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FUKUSHI
Preparing for landing on Uzar.

(The scene continues like nothing happened)

ROCHELLE
Lieutenant Pérez! Such a disappointment. You have such potential inside you. You just 
need to remember it.

PÉREZ
(Ignoring Rochelle) Should I confirm?

ADISA
Yes. (To Britton) Hang in there, Captain. We’ll be there soon.

(The alarms go again, no longer able to be silenced)

FUKUSHI
Captain, we need to land now!

BAILEY
All defense systems just went offline.

PÉREZ
They’re expecting our arrival.

(Alarms sound again)

FUKUSHI
Two minutes of power remaining.

ADISA
Crew take position for emergency landing, we’re going in!

(The crew gets into position, bracing themselves)

ADISA
Hold on!

(Blackout)
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SCENE 2:

(Several hours later. The ship has landed on the neutral 
planet of Uzar. ADISA is alone on the bridge entering a 
captain’s log.) 

ADISA
Captain’s Log Fireburst Star date 4413.57. We’re currently stationed on the desert planet 
of Uzar while our ship undergoes repairs from our attempt to rescue Captain Britton from 
the vicious Silanzees. Finding hierarchies to be oppressive, their leader abstains from 
using her military title and simply goes by the name Rochelle. 

Having mastered the power of hypnosis, the Silanzees have been able to channel this 
energy to make her blade as powerful as people believe her to be, creating a closed loop 
of tyranny and blood shed that grows darker every day.

Our assembled crew is filled with his former colleagues that were spared during his 
capture. Though we are outnumbered, we we’re determined to succeed at any cost. I am 
confident that we’ll succeed. It’s our only hope of bringing him home.

Exit Captain’s Log.

(ADISA confirms she’s alone before going into a 
compartment in the ship and taking out a pair of sleek 
virtual reality glasses called Dream Dazers. She places 
them on her face and they light up.)

ADISA
Activate Dream Sequence. Access memory of the beach on Planet Tritinian at sunset.

(We are suddenly on a beach that is bathed in a vivid pink 
and purple sunset. We can faintly hear the sound of ocean 
waves. Though she is still in her space uniform, she’s 
able to take off the glasses in the fantasy and everything 
around has been transformed.

ADISA sits down in the sand and makes herself 
comfortable, taking it all in. BRITTON enters wearing 
beach attire and holding two neon colored drinks 
gratuitously adorned with umbrellas and fruit on swords. 
The stereotypical beach fantasy vibe, but with a galactic 
twist.)
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